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ABSTRACT
We propose a cooperative coevolutionary genetic algorithm
for learning Bayesian network structures from fully observ-
able data sets. Since this problem can be decomposed into
two dependent subproblems, that is to find an ordering of
the nodes and an optimal connectivity matrix, our algorithm
uses two subpopulations, each one representing a subtask.
We describe the empirical results obtained with simulations
of the Alarm and Insurance networks. We show that our
algorithm outperforms the deterministic algorithm K2.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.2.8 [Artificial Intelligence]: Problem Solving, Control
Methods, and Search—Heuristic methods;
I.2.6 [Artificial Intelligence]: Learning

General Terms
Algorithms

Keywords
Cooperative Coevolutionary Genetic Algorithms, Bayesian
Networks, Structure Learning

1. INTRODUCTION
Bayesian networks are graphical models for representing

and reasoning under uncertainty [13]. They provide a means
of expressing any joint probability distribution, and in many
cases can do so very concisely. The core of a Bayesian net-
work is a directed acyclic graph, whose nodes represent the
random variables, and whose edges specify the conditional
independence assumptions between the random variables.
After construction, a Bayesian network constitutes an effi-
cient tool for performing probabilistic inference.

A Bayesian network can be either constructed “by hand”
or learned from direct empirical observations. Manual net-
work construction is usually impractical since the amount
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of knowledge required is just too large. An alternative is to
learn the network from a set of samples generated from the
probability distribution we wish to model.

The task of learning Bayesian network structures from
a fully observable data set can be formulated as an opti-
mization problem [4, 7]. It is proved that this problem is
NP-Hard [3]. The number of possible structures is super-
exponential in the number of nodes [15]. In this way, struc-
ture learning methods usually resort to search heuristics.

An interesting point about the structure learning task is
that it can be decomposed into two dependent subtasks: 1)
to find an optimal ordering of the nodes, and 2) to find
an optimal connectivity matrix. In this paper, we present
a method for learning Bayesian network structures from a
fully observable data set that explores this idea. It is based
on cooperative coevolutionary genetic algorithms where each
subtask is represented by a subpopulation.

Besides this introductory section, the rest of this paper
is organized as follows. In the next section, we introduce
Bayesian networks and the structure learning problem. In
Section 3, we present our cooperative coevolutionary genetic
algorithm for learning Bayesian network structures as well
as particular choices concerning the genetic operators. In
Section 4, we describe the empirical results obtained with
simulations of the Alarm and Insurance networks. We show
that our solution outperforms the deterministic algorithm
K2. In Section 5, we review the literature related to our
work. Finally, we conclude in Section 6.

2. BAYESIAN NETWORKS
A Bayesian network is a probabilistic graphical model that

represents a joint distribution over a set of random variables,
X1, . . . , Xn, by exploiting conditional independence proper-
ties of this distribution in order to allow a compact and
natural representation [13]. The core of a Bayesian network
is a directed acyclic graph (DAG) G, where nodes repre-
sent the random variables and edges correspond to direct
influence of one variable on another. Nodes which are not
connected represent variables that are conditionally inde-
pendent of each other. Let pa(Xi) be the set of parents of
Xi in G. Thus, there is an edge from each element of pa(Xi)
into Xi. A Bayesian network decomposes the joint probabil-
ity distribution p(X1, . . . , Xn) into a product of conditional
probability distributions over each variable given its parents:

p(X1, . . . , Xn) =
n
∏

i=1

p(Xi|pa(Xi)). (1)



Each node Xi in a Bayesian network is associated with a
conditional probability distribution (CPD) that specifies a
distribution over the values of Xi given each possible joint
assignment of values to the parents ofXi. Let Θ = (θ1, . . . , θn)
be the vector of parameters that define these conditional
probability distributions. In this way, a Bayesian network is
fully characterized by the vector (G,Θ). Figure 1 shows an
example of a classical Bayesian network.

Figure 1: Adapted from [13]. Consider a burglar
alarm installed at Mr. Holmes’ house. It is fairly
reliable at detecting a burglary, but also responds on
occasion to minor earthquakes. Mr. Holmes has two
neighbors, John and Mary, who have promised to
call him at work when they hear the alarm. This sce-
nario is represented by the above Bayesian network.
Each node is a Boolean random variable. The con-
ditional probability distributions are represented as
conditional probability tables. Given the evidence
of who has or has not called Mr. Holmes, he is able
to estimate the probability of a burglary.

A Bayesian network can be either constructed “by hand”
or learned from direct empirical observations. Manual net-
work construction is usually impractical since the amount
of knowledge required is just too large. An alternative is to
learn the network from a set of samples generated from the
distribution we wish to model.

The learning task in Bayesian networks can be separated
into two subtasks: structure learning, in which we aim to
identify the best topology for a network, and parameter es-

timation, that is to learn the parameters that define the con-
ditional probability distributions for a given network topol-
ogy. The learning task also depends on the extent of the
observability of the data set. We say that the data set is
fully observable if each training instance contains values for
all of the variables in the network. Otherwise, we say that
the data set is partially observable, i.e., the values of some
variables may not be available in all training instances.

In this work, we focus on the structure learning task with
fully observable data sets. Roughly speaking, there are
three approaches to learning the structure of a Bayesian
network [8]. The constrained-based approach aims to find
a network that best explains dependencies and independen-
cies in the data. The score-based approach defines a space
of potential network structures and a scoring function that
measures how well a particular structure fits the observed

data. Finally, the Bayesian model averaging approach gen-
erates an ensemble of different structures and averages the
results provided by them when doing inference. In this pa-
per, we focus on the score-based approach.

A crucial observation about the structure learning task
is that it can be decomposed into two dependent subtasks:
First, to find an optimal ordering of the nodes where each
node Xi can only have node Xj as a parent if node Xj comes
before node Xi in the ordering. Second, to find an optimal
connectivity matrix. We explore this idea in our algorithm
for learning Bayesian network structures.

2.1 Bayesian Score Function
A traditional method for deriving a score function to eval-

uate Bayesian network structures is based on Bayesian con-
siderations, i.e., whenever we have uncertainty over any-
thing, we should place a distribution over it. In practice,
this means to define a structure prior, p(G), that puts a
prior probability on different graph structures, and a pa-

rameter prior, p(Θ|G), that puts a probability on different
parameters Θ given a graph G. Consider a fully observable
data set D. In a Bayesian score function, we evaluate the
posterior probability of a graph G given the data D:

P (G|D) =
P (D|G)P (G)

P (D)
(2)

∝ P (D|G)P (G)

where the equality follows from Bayes’ theorem, P (D|G) =
∫

θ
P (D|G, θ)P (θ|G)dθ, i.e., it is the marginal likelihood that

averages the probability of the data D over all possible pa-
rameter assignments to G. The denominator in Equation 2
is simply a normalizing factor that does not help distinguish
between different structures. Thus, we can disregard it.

Once the distributions P (G) and P (θ|G) are specified and
the data D is given, structure learning amounts to finding
the graph G that maximizes P (D|G)P (G). The ability to as-
cribe a prior over structures gives us a way of preferring some
structures over others. For example, we can penalize dense
structures more than sparse ones. Koller and Friedman [8]
show that although this prior is indeed a bias towards cer-
tain structures, in fact, it plays a relatively minor role in
Equation 2. For this reason, it is often used a uniform prior
over structures. In this way, the structure learning task is
reduced to finding the structure G with maximum likelihood
P (D|G), i.e., a structure that makes the observed data as
likely as possible. If we use a Dirichlet parameter prior for
all parameters in the network, then the likelihood P (D|G)
can be obtained in closed form [4, 7]:

P (D|G) =

n
∏

i=1

qi
∏

j=1

Γ
(

N ′

ij

)

Γ
(

N ′

ij +Nij

)

ri
∏

k=1

Γ
(

N ′

ijk +Nijk

)

Γ
(

N ′

ijk

) (3)

where n is the number of variables in the network, ri is
the number of possible values for the variable Xi, qi is the
number of possible joint assignment of values to the parents
of Xi, Nijk is the number of occurrences of configurations
of variables and their parents, N ′

ijk are the hyperparam-
eters of the Dirichlet distribution (prior counts of occur-
rences of variables and their parents), Nij =

∑ri
k=1 Nijk,

N ′

ij =
∑ri

k=1 N
′

ijk, and Γ is the Gamma function, which sat-
isfies Γ(m) = (m− 1)!. We assume that the Dirichlet priors



are non-informative, i.e., all the hyperparameters have the
same value. For simplicity’s sake, we assume that this value
is equal to 1. Equation 3 is usually referred as the BDe score.
In practice, the logarithm of Equation 3 is usually used since
it is more manageable to be computed numerically.

Thus, the structure learning task can be seen as an op-
timization problem, where we wish to find the structure G

that maximizes the objective function in Equation 3. Chick-
ering et al. [3] prove that this problem is NP-Hard. Robin-
son [15] shows that r(n), the number of different structures
for a network with n nodes, is given by the recursive formula:

r(n) =
n
∑

k=1

(−1)k+1

(

n

k

)

2k(n−k)r(n− k) = n2O(n)

i.e., the number of DAGs as a function of the number of
nodes, r(n), is super-exponential in n. For illustration, when
n = 6, there are 3, 781, 503 possible DAGs. When n = 10,
this number is approximately 4.2× 1018. In this way, struc-
ture learning methods usually resort to search heuristics.

An interesting property of the BDe score that is often
used in order to make this search effective is the score de-

composability [8]. In short, a Bayesian score function S(G)
is decomposable if it can be written as the sum of functions
that depend only on one node and its parents, i.e.:

S(G) =
n
∑

i=1

f(Xi, pa(Xi)),

where f is a local score function. The major benefit of this
property is that a local change in the structure of a DAG
(such as adding or removing an edge) does not alter the
scores of other parts that remained unchanged. Thus, de-
composable score functions may drastically reduce the com-
putational overhead of evaluating different structures.

Another important property of the BDe score is that it is
consistent. Asymptotically, consistent score functions pre-
fer structures that exactly fit the (in)dependencies in the
data [8]. This implies that the structure G

∗, which is a per-
fect map of the joint distribution we wish to model, maxi-
mizes the score returned by Equation 3 when the number of
training instances goes to infinity.

2.2 Equivalence Classes of Bayesian Networks
Different Bayesian network structures are equivalent when

they encode the same set of conditional independence asser-
tions [16, 17]. Consequently, we cannot distinguish between
equivalent networks based on observed independencies. This
suggests that we should not expect to distinguish between
equivalent networks based on observed data cases. We say
that a Bayesian score function S is equivalent when for all
equivalent networks G and G

′ we have that S(G) = S(G′).
In other words, score equivalence implies that all networks
in the same equivalence class have the same score.

Heckerman et al. [7] show that the BDe score is equivalent.
Furthermore, if we insist on using Dirichlet priors and having
the score decomposability property, then the only way to
satisfy score equivalence is by using the BDe score. This
notion of equivalence plays an important role in the task of
learning Bayesian network structures. Since there may be a
variety of structures that are equally optimal, methods that
perform a multi-directional search (e.g., genetic algorithms)
are highly suitable to be applied to this task.

3. GENETIC ALGORITHMS
A genetic algorithm (GA) is a search heuristic inspired by

the theory of evolution. Given a population of individuals,
i.e., potential solutions to an optimization problem, each one
encoded using a chromosome-like data structure (character
strings), GAs work by applying dedicated operators inspired
by the natural evolution process (e.g., selection, crossover,
and mutation) to these individuals until a termination cri-
terion is satisfied. The purpose of using a GA is to find the
individual from the search space (population) with the best
“genetic material”. The quality of an individual is measured
with an objective function, also called the fitness function.

Since the structure learning task can be decomposed into
two dependent subtasks, it is natural to consider a genetic al-
gorithm that evolves two different subpopulations (species)
in a cooperative way, where each individual species repre-
sents part of a complete solution. The major issues with
this approach are how to represent such individual species
and how to apportion credit for them given the fitness of a
complete solution. A class of GAs that deals with these is-
sues is called cooperative coevolutionary genetic algorithms.

3.1 Cooperative Coevolutionary Genetic Algo-
rithms

Coevolution refers to a reciprocal evolutionary change be-
tween species that interact with each other. The most com-
mon types of coevolution are based either on competition
or on cooperation. They differ from each other in the way
that the fitness of an individual species is calculated. In the
competitive coevolution, this fitness is the result of a direct
competition between different species. In the cooperative
coevolution, the fitness of an individual species is resulting
from its collaboration with other species.

Our solution to the task of learning Bayesian network
structures from a fully observable data set is based on the
cooperative coevolutionary genetic algorithm (CCGA) pro-
posed by Potter and De Jong [14]. CCGA decomposes a
problem into a fixed number of subcomponents, each one
represented by a different subpopulation. For example, if
the solution to an optimization problem consists of the val-
ues of x parameters (variables), then a natural decomposi-
tion is to maintain x subpopulations, each of which contains
competing values for a particular parameter. Thus, CCGA
divides a problem into smaller subproblems and solves them
in order to solve the original problem.

The evolution of each subpopulation is handled by the
standard GA. A complete solution to the original problem is
obtained by assembling representative members of each sub-
population. These members are scored based on the fitness
of the complete solution in which they participate. Thus,
the fitness of a species is computed by estimating how well
it “cooperates”with other species to produce good solutions.
Algorithm 1 presents a full description of CCGA.

The algorithm starts by initializing a separate subpopu-
lation, Ps, for each species s. The initial fitness of each
subpopulation member is computed by combining it with a
random individual from each of the other subpopulations,
and applying the fitness function to the resulting solution.
Thereafter, each subpopulation is coevolved using the canon-
ical GA. For evaluating individual species, each subpopula-
tion member is combined with both the best known indi-
viduals and with a random selection of individuals from the
other subpopulations. The fitness function is then applied to



Algorithm 1 CCGA

1: gen = 0
2: for each species s do
3: Ps(gen) = randomly initialized population
4: evaluate each individual in Ps(gen)
5: end for
6: while termination criterion = false do
7: gen = gen +1
8: for each species s do
9: select P′

s(gen) from Ps(gen− 1) based on fitness
10: apply crossover and mutation operators to P′

s(gen)
11: evaluate each individual in P′

s(gen)
12: select Ps(gen) from P′

s(gen) and Ps(gen− 1)
13: end for
14: end while

the two resulting solutions, and the highest value is returned
as that subpopulation member’s fitness1. In this work, we
use the BDe score (Equation 3) as the fitness function. In
the rest of this section, we discuss how to represent a DAG
using multiple subpopulations as well as particular choices
concerning the genetic operators.

3.2 Representation
As discussed in Section 2, the structure learning task can

be decomposed into two dependent subtasks, that is to find
an optimal ordering of the nodes and an optimal connectivity
matrix. We deal with this problem by using CCGA with two
subpopulations, each one representing a subtask.

The first subpopulation, henceforth called the permuta-

tion subpopulation, represents the ordering task. Its indi-
viduals are represented by permutations of the random vari-
ables X1, X2, . . . , Xn. We implicitly assume that the parents
of the node at position i come before this node in the order-
ing, i.e., their positions are between 1 and i−1. In this way,
the node at position 1 can be a parent of n − 1 nodes, the
node at position 2 can be a parent of n − 2 nodes, and so
on. Under this representation, a fully connected Bayesian

network has (n−1)n
2

edges, which is the sum of the terms of
the finite arithmetic progression n− 1, n− 2, . . . , 1.

The second subpopulation, henceforth called the binary

subpopulation, represents the task of finding a connectivity
matrix. Its individuals are represented by binary vectors of

length (n−1)n
2

. In detail, let ci,j be defined as follows:

ci,j =







1 if the node at position i is a parent of the node
at position j,

0 otherwise.

We represent an individual from the binary subpopulation
by using the following binary string:

c1,2, c1,3, . . . , c1,n, c2,3, . . . , c2,n, . . . , cn−1,n

Another way to see an individual from the binary sub-
population is as a strictly upper triangular matrix, that is
1The original CCGA uses a more greedy credit assignment in
which each individual in a subpopulation is only combined
with the best known individuals from the other subpopu-
lations. The CCGA used in this paper is actually called
CCGA-2 by Potter and De Jong [14]. It is a variant of the
original CCGA that performs better when there is interde-
pendence between the species.

a matrix having 0s along the diagonal as well as below it.
Table 1 shows an example of such perspective for n = 4.

Table 1: An individual from the binary subpopula-
tion as a strictly upper triangular matrix.

1 2 3 4
1 0 c1,2 c1,3 c1,4
2 0 0 c2,3 c2,4
3 0 0 0 c3,4
4 0 0 0 0

3.2.1 Complete Solutions
Let Ip and Ib be individuals respectively from the permu-

tation and the binary subpopulations. Further, let Ic be the
complete solution (a DAG) created by combining Ip and Ib.
The construction of Ic is done by taking one allele value at a
time from Ip, say the one at position i, followed by n−i con-
secutive allele values from Ib, where i goes from 1 to n− 1.
In other words, we select a node at a time from Ip together
with its out-edges from Ib. Thus, Ic’s length is equal to

n+ (n−1)n
2

. Algorithm 2 describes this process of combining
species. Figure 2 shows an example of a Bayesian network
structure and how it is encoded using our representation.

Algorithm 2 Combining species to create a DAG

Require: Two individuals: Ip and Ib
Ensure: A complete solution: Ic
1: indexbin = 1
2: indexcomp = 1
3: for i = 1 to n− 1 do
4: Ic[indexcomp] = Ip(i)
5: indexcomp = indexcomp + 1
6: Ic[indexcomp to indexcomp + n− i− 1] =

Ib[indexbin to indexbin + n− i− 1]
7: indexcomp = indexcomp + n− i
8: indexbin = indexbin + n− i
9: end for
10: Ic[indexcomp] = Ip(n)

Figure 2: (Left) An example of a Bayesian network
structure. (Top Right) The structure on the left
encoded using the proposed representation. The
ancestors always come before the descendants. A
numeric cell represents an out-edge of the closest
non-numeric cell on the left. For example, the first
numeric cell after the node D represents the edge
from D to the first non-numeric cell after D, that is
A. The second numeric cell represents the edge from
D to B, and so on. The value 1 means that an edge
exists between the two nodes, while 0 means the op-
posite. (Bottom Right) The individual species that
compose the complete solution.



Our representation always produces legal network struc-
tures since the acyclicity constraint is never violated, i.e.,
the underlying graphs will never have cycles. This follows
from the facts that the individuals from the binary subpop-
ulation are represented by strictly upper triangular matrices
and that we implicitly specify node orderings. Thus, our rep-
resentation is correct and, consequently, we do not need to
use repair operators to convert invalid DAGs into valid ones
(for example, see [5, 10]). Furthermore, we do not need to
detect cycles, thus avoiding extra computations. Our rep-
resentation is also complete because every single Bayesian
network structure can be represented in it.

3.3 Initialization
Each individual from the binary subpopulation is semi-

randomly initialized in such a way that every single node in
a complete solution has only one parent, except the root. For
the permutation subpopulation, each individual is randomly
initialized without extra procedures. Thus, the initial DAGs
are valid and sparse graphs.

3.4 Selection
For both subpopulations, we use the tournament selec-

tion operator. In short, each individual in a subpopulation
is duplicated, the individuals are then paired up, and finally
the best individual in each pair is selected to produce the
offspring. Thus, each individual participate in exactly two
tournaments. This operator has better or equivalent conver-
gence and computational time complexity properties than
other selection operators that exist in the GA literature [6].

3.5 Crossover
The selected individuals are paired up again, and with

probability pc each pair generates two new individuals. Oth-
erwise, the offspring are exact copies of the parents. For
the binary subpopulation, we use the traditional two-point
crossover, where each parent is randomly broken into three
segments, and then the offspring are created by taking al-
ternative segments from the parents.

For the permutation subpopulation, we need to take into
account the fact that the absolute position of a node in-
side an individual matters because this defines the ancestor-
descendant relationships. A crossover operator that tries to
preserve as much information as possible about the absolute
positions in which elements occur is the cycle crossover [12].
This operator starts by dividing the elements into cycles, as
described in Algorithm 3. Thereafter, the offspring are cre-
ated by selecting alternate cycles from each parent.

It is important to note that neither the two-point crossover
nor the cycle crossover violates the acyclicity constraint. Be-
cause of this, we say that they are closed operators.

Algorithm 3 Cycle Crossover

Require: Two permutations: P1 and P2

Ensure: Cycles
1: Look at the first unused position in P1 (say i)
2: Look at the element x in the same position in P2

3: Go to the position j in P1 that contains the element x
4: Add x to the cycle C
5: Repeat steps 2 through 4 while i 6= j
6: Return the cycle C
7: Repeat steps 1 through 6 while there is a position in P1

that was not used

3.6 Mutation
For promoting diversity, the resulting offspring may un-

dergo some kind of randomized change (mutation). For the
binary subpopulation, we use the traditional bit-flip muta-
tion, where each gene is flipped (i.e., from 1 to 0 or 0 to 1)
with a small probability pmb. Intuitively, we are adding (or
removing) a particular edge to a DAG with a small proba-
bility pmb. For the permutation subpopulation, we use the
swap mutation. With probability pmp, this operator selects
two genes at random and swaps their allele values. Intu-
itively, we are randomly changing ancestor-descendant rela-
tionships inside an individual. It is interesting to note that
both mutation operators are closed operators.

3.7 Replacement
In order to preserve and use previously found best individ-

uals in subsequent generations, we use an elitist replacement
strategy. For each subpopulation, the current best individ-
ual in Ps(gen − 1) is preserved and automatically copied
to the next generation, Ps(gen). The rest of Ps(gen) is
composed by the offspring, except the child with the worst
fitness. In this way, the statistics of each subpopulation-best
solution cannot degrade with generations.

4. EXPERIMENTS
We compared the performance of our method, using the

parameters shown in Table 2, with the deterministic algo-
rithm K2 [4]. The K2 algorithm can be seen as a greedy
heuristic. It starts by assuming that each node has no par-
ents. Hence, for a given node, it incrementally adds the par-
ent whose addition most increases the score of the resulting
structure. It stops adding parents when the addition of a
single parent cannot increase the overall score. This algo-
rithm has a major drawback, which is to require a predefined
ordering of the nodes. In our experiments, we used random
permutations as input to K2. This algorithm also requires
an upper-bound on the number of parents that a node may
have. We set this value to ten. This is a reasonable value
since none of the structures used in our experiments have a
node with ten or more parents. Our implementation of the
K2 algorithm is based on the Bayes Net Toolbox [11].

We used two well-known Bayesian networks in our experi-
ments, namely Alarm and Insurance. The Alarm network [1]
was constructed for monitoring patients in intensive care. It
has 37 nodes and 46 edges. Its structure can be seen in
Figure 3. The Insurance network [2] was constructed for
evaluating car insurance risks. It contains 27 nodes and
52 edges. Its structure can be seen in Figure 4. For each
Bayesian network, we generated three data sets containing,
respectively, 1000, 3000, and 5000 instances.

Table 2: Parameters of CCGA. E is equal to the
maximum number of edges that a Bayesian network

structure may have, i.e., E = (n−1)n
2

, where n is the
number of nodes.

Parameter Value
Number of generations 250

Population size 100
Pmb 1/E
Pmp 0.5
Pc 0.6
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4.1 Results
For each data set, we ran both algorithms 100 times. In

each run, we stored the best structure found by CCGA.
The results related to the Alarm network and the Insurance
network are respectively shown in Table 3 and 4. Besides
standard descriptive statistics, these tables also contain p-
values from one-tailed t-tests, where the alternative hypoth-
esis is that the mean of the scores resulting from CCGA
is greater than the mean of the scores resulting from K2.
Below the name of each data set is the score of the origi-
nal DAG. We note that such scores are not necessarily the
highest ones: the data sets being of finite sizes may not
represent all the (in)dependencies within the original struc-
ture. However, since the BDe score is consistent, the scores
of the original structures quickly become the highest ones
when the number of samples increases. The convergence of
CCGA, averaged over 100 runs, is shown in Figure 5 and 6.

As can be seen from Table 3, CCGA slightly outperforms
the K2 algorithm in all data sets from the Alarm network.
Although some maximum and/or minimum values resulting
from the K2 algorithm are higher, the average scores result-
ing from CCGA are greater than the average scores from
K2. The p-values show that the differences between the av-
erage scores are statistically significant. From Table 4, we
can see that the performance of CCGA on data sets from the
Insurance network is even better. Both the average and the
extreme scores from CCGA are greater than those resulting
from K2. Again, the p-values confirm that the differences
between the average scores are statistically significant.

About the convergence of CCGA, Figure 5 shows that
for data sets from the Alarm network, the average score re-
sulting from CCGA becomes greater than the average score
resulting from the K2 algorithm after, approximately, 230
generations. This value is around 150 for data sets from
the Insurance network (Figure 6). We can see the result of
our elitism-preserving approach in the fact that the average
scores resulting from CCGA are monotonically increasing.

About the computational time spent by the algorithms,
K2 was usually two orders of magnitude faster than CCGA
(measured in seconds). However, we note that there is a
lot of room for optimization in our CCGA implementation.
First, we do not exploit parallelism. CCGA is highly suitable
for parallel computation since the subpopulations evolve in-
dependently of each other in each generation (lines 8 to 13,
Algorithm 1). Furthermore, differently from the K2 algo-
rithm, we do not exploit the score decomposability property
of the BDe score. Since the best individual of each sub-
population is used to create several complete solutions, we
expect a lot of them to be very similar to each other. Thus,
we can improve the performance of CCGA by using local
scores together with standard bookkeeping techniques. We
leave these code optimizations as future work.

5. RELATED WORK
Genetic algorithms have become a popular method for

learning Bayesian network structures. One of the pioneer-
ing work was done by Larrañaga et al. [10]. They propose
a genetic algorithm where a DAG is represented by a con-
nectivity matrix, which is stored as the concatenation of its
columns. Since this approach violates the acyclicity con-
straint, the authors use a repair operator that randomly
eliminates edges that produce cycles. The authors also use
the proposed algorithm assuming a predefined ordering be-
tween the nodes, thus removing the necessity of the repair
operator. Few years later, Larrañaga et al. [9] propose a hy-
brid genetic algorithm that searches for an optimal ordering
of the nodes that is passed on to the K2 algorithm. The
authors study the behaviour of the proposed algorithm with
respect to different combinations of crossover and mutation
operators. However, it is not clear whether their approach
outperforms the K2 algorithm with random orderings.

Cooperative coevolution has also been used for learning
Bayesian network structures. Wong et al. [18] propose a
hybrid method that combines characteristics of constrained-
based and score-based approaches. The proposed algorithm
has two main phases. First, it performs conditional indepen-
dence tests to reduce the size of the search space. Thereafter,
it uses a cooperative coevolutionary genetic algorithm to
find a near-optimal network structure in the reduced search
space. This genetic algorithm uses a different representa-
tion than the one proposed in this paper. In detail, it di-
vides the network learning problem of n variables into n
sub-problems, the goal of which is to find the “optimal” par-
ent set for the underlying node. To avoid cycles in complete
solutions, the authors propose a feedback mechanism that
uses the node ordering implied by a complete solution x to
produce constraints for each subpopulation such that new
complete solutions will conform with that ordering. x is
later updated with results from newer complete solutions.
A major drawback with this approach is that, for any up-
date, x will conform to the same ordering. This is equivalent
to use a fixed, predefined ordering. The authors propose a



Table 3: Results with the Alarm network.
Data Set Algorithm Average Standard Deviation Minimum Maximum p-value
Alarm 1000 CCGA −12, 166.21 178.23 −12, 663.12 −11, 850.92

0.0067
(−11, 569.02) K2 −12, 226.24 161.33 −12, 597.60 −11, 827.39

Alarm 3000 CCGA −35, 020.31 396.06 −36, 275.13 −34, 093.27
0.0125

(−33, 759.28) K2 −35, 138.41 341.31 −36, 291.70 −34, 491.62

Alarm 5000 CCGA −57, 282.66 548.55 −58, 636.40 −56, 185.14
< 0.0001

(−55, 575.11) K2 −57, 574.12 492.94 −58, 884.39 −56, 111.89

Table 4: Results with the Insurance network.
Data Set Algorithm Average Standard Deviation Minimum Maximum p-value

Insurance 1000 CCGA −15, 787.28 279.19 −16, 581.80 −15, 180.42
< 0.0001

(−15, 397.00) K2 −16, 107.61 293.06 −16, 928.16 −15, 458.19

Insurance 3000 CCGA −45, 142.37 722.67 −47, 530.71 −43, 789.77
< 0.0001

(−43, 508.63) K2 −45, 778.39 721.08 −47, 753.82 −44, 465.06

Insurance 5000 CCGA −74, 624.88 995.01 −77, 083.61 −72, 526.31
< 0.0001

(−72, 183.51) K2 −75, 837.82 1, 249.83 −79, 275.45 −73, 011.77
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Figure 5: Convergence of CCGA, averaged over 100 runs, on data sets from the Alarm network.
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Figure 6: Convergence of CCGA, averaged over 100 runs, on data sets from the Insurance network.



solution to this issue, which is to associate every directed
edge with a degree of belief. When the current degree of
belief is less than a fixed threshold, the belief factor, this
suggests that the ordering imposed by the underlying edge
may be wrong. Hence, a new ordering different than the
original one can be used. We note that this solution brings
back the original problem, namely the existence of cycles.

We can see our algorithm as an evolution of the previous
genetic algorithms for learning Bayesian network structures
from fully observable data sets. First, it does not require
a predefined ordering of nodes because it coevolves multi-
ple orderings. Furthermore, connectivity matrices are repre-
sented by strictly upper triangular matrices, thus ensuring
that complete solutions do not violate the acyclicity con-
straint. Consequently, repair operators are not necessary.

6. CONCLUSION
We proposed a cooperative coevolutionary genetic algo-

rithm for learning Bayesian network structures from fully
observable data sets. Our proposed representation exploits
the fact that this learning problem can be decomposed into
two dependent subtasks, that is to find an optimal order-
ing of the nodes and an optimal connectivity matrix. We
compared the performance of our solution with the deter-
ministic algorithm K2 using six data sets generated from
two traditional Bayesian networks, namely the Alarm net-
work and the Insurance network. The results showed that
our solution obtained better average scores for all data sets.

There are several exciting directions for future research
work. First, we note that our algorithm does not restrict
the number of parents that a node may have. However, the
number of entries in a conditional probability table grows
exponentially with the number of parents of the underlying
node. Thus, the statistical cost of adding a parent to a
node can be very large. An interesting extension of our
algorithm is to explicitly penalize complete solutions that
have nodes with an excessive number parents. This would
seriously improve the computational efficiency of CCGA.

Furthermore, we intend to extend CCGA to deal with
partially observable data sets. The problem of learning
Bayesian network structures from incomplete data is more
difficult than learning them from fully observable data sets.
The major issue is that the BDe score no longer exists in
closed form since it involves sufficient statistics that are not
known when the data are incomplete. An interesting ap-
proach to circumvent this problem is to use CCGA with a
third subpopulation that evolves the missing values. This
would allow us to use the original BDe score together with
the power of CCGA to find good network structures.

Finally, our novel representation can be of value to other
graph-related problems, e.g., the TSP. Thus, we intend to
investigate extensions of our algorithm to these problems.
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